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Your presenters

• Dean Long, LA Group and NYSFOLA

• Scott Kishbaugh, NYSDEC DOW

– Introduction to hydrilla

• Bob Johnson, Racine-Johnson Aquatic Ecologists

– How to identify hydrilla

• Gregg Sargis, TNC Western NY

– How to survey for hydrilla

• Meg Wilkinson, Natural Heritage Program

– iMap and how to report your findings
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Your role in the Hydrilla Hunt

• Learn about hydrilla

• Help us find hydrilla as early as possible
– Look for and collect any suspicious plants

– Document through photos and plant collections

– Report your findings through iMapInvasives

– Please look for hydrilla over the next two weeks during „Hydrilla 
Hunt‟, but you can search any time the plant is actively growing 
between early summer and late fall

– Please let us know at any time if  you find it or if  you surveyed and 
didn‟t find it

• Work with NYS and your PRISM to eradicate the population 
found in your waterbody

• Educate others about hydrilla
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Outline for Webinar

• Introduction to AIS and hydrilla- why do we care

• Biology of  hydrilla and NYS distribution

• How to identify hydrilla and distinguish from common lookalikes

• How to survey for hydrilla

• How to document, report and confirm findings (iMap)

• Next steps

• Your role in Hydrilla Hunt

• How to get more information
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Introduction to AIS

• Invasive species are non-native and destructive: 

– Accidentally or purposeful introduced outside of  its historic range (exotic)

– Rapidly reproduce and displace native species, resulting in ecological and 

economic impacts

• Aquatic invasive species (AIS) are prevalent throughout NYS

– At least 30 aquatic or semi-aquatic plants

– At least 35 aquatic animals

• Some of  these are generalists that can thrive in a wide variety of  

environments- broad range of  temperatures, depths, water quality 

conditions

• AIS that spread and reproduce through multiple means and can 

crowd out other native and exotic species are most problematic
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Introduction to Hydrilla

• Invasive species are non-native and destructive: 

– Hydrilla is not native to North America, United States, or NYS

– Hydrilla produces dense mats on surface and throughout lake 

– Ranked “highly invasive” in NYS (score of  91 out of  100)

– Hydrilla is listed as a federally “noxious” weed

• Aquatic invasive species (AIS) are prevalent throughout NYS

– Hydrilla was first found in 2008 in Orange County, and is now in 

10 sites in Long Island, Finger Lakes region, and western NY

• Some AIS are generalists that can thrive in a wide variety of  

environments…..

– In NYS, hydrilla found in water < 1 ft to > 12 feet deep, 

– Found in sandy, silty, or muddy bottoms in rivers and lakes

– Can grow in softwater or lakes with 7% salinity 

– Can grow in water with high and low nutrients

– Can grow in high and low acidity

• AIS that spread and reproduce through multiple means and can 

crowd out other native and exotic species are most problematic

– Hydrilla is a perennial plant that regrows from tubers and 

turions
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Why Do We Care About Hydrilla?

Turning back the clock to the 1940s

• Eurasian watermilfoil first found in the 

Finger Lakes region in 1940s

• Present eradication tools not developed 

until early 1960s

• By then, Eurasian watermilfoil had 

escaped from the Finger Lakes region

• Now found everywhere in NYS and 

dominates many lake plant communities

• Hydrilla at portal of  Great Lakes basin 

and new invader in specific waterbodies

• We are at a unique crossroad with an 

opportunity to eradicate as if  “turning 

back the clock” to the 1940s for EWM
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Why We‟re Here…. We Need Your Help!

• The only credible chance for 
eradicating hydrilla is to find 
infestations early:

– To keep the total number of  infested 
waterbodies small

– To find hydrilla early where we find it

• At this point, NYS is dedicating 
significant resources in an attempt 
to eradicate these populations

• The next finding MAY elicit a 
significant response….

• We need your help to find the next 
infestation and to find it EARLY
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Challenges in hydrilla management in New York

• Biotype in NY and NE different than in other regions
– We have “monoecious” variety

• Researchers know little about monoecious hydrilla
– “Dioecious” hydrilla has been in US since 1950s

– This variety has been heavily studied

– The monoecious variety  behaves very differently than the 
“dioecious” variety found in southern US

• Hydrilla has been found in NYS in both lakes and 
rivers/canals and in locations with public launches
– Control or eradication in flowing waters is more of  a 

challenge

– Plants can easily spread in flowing water or through public 
launch sites

• Limited resources or managers available to eradicate 
hydrilla

• NYS has limited statutory authority  to intervene

• Hydrilla looks like both common NYS plants and 
other (uncommon) exotic  plants



What we know about hydrilla

• Submergent plant (most 
of  the plant is 
underwater)

• Whorled leaves (groups 
of  leaves surround the 
stem)

• At least four leaves in the 
whorl for mature plants

• Serrated margins

• Tuber in the sediment
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Hydrilla (Hydrilla verticillata)

Origin: Non-native (Korea)

Leaf  Type: Ribbon

Leaf  Arrangement: Whorled

Number Leaves in Whorl: 4-8

Leaf  Shape: Strap

Leaf  Margin: Saw  or Hook Toothed
(Visible with naked eye)

Tubers and Turions? Yes

Characteristics of  hydrilla
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Brazilian Elodea (Egeria densa)

Origin: Non-native (S America)

Leaf  Type: Ribbon

Leaf  Arrangement: Whorled

Number of  Leaves in Whorl: 4-7

Leaf  Shape: Strap

Leaf  Margin: Very Finely Serrated

(Visible with hand lens)

Tubers and Turions? No

Common lookalikes and how to distinguish
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Common Elodea (Elodea sp)

Origin: Native (two species)

Leaf  Type: Ribbon

Leaf  Arrangement: Whorled 

Number of  leaves in whorl: 3, rarely 4

Leaf  Shape: Strap

Leaf  Margin: Smooth

(Fine serration under scope)

Tubers and Turions? No

Common lookalikes and how to distinguish
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Naiads (Najas sp)

Origin: Native 

(except brittle naiad)

Leaf  Type: Thread

Leaf  Arrangement: Opposite 

(2 leaves per node)

Leaf  Shape: Varied: needle-like to strap

Leaf  Margin: Minutely serrated 

(prominent in brittle naiad)

Tubers and Turions? No

Common lookalikes and how to distinguish
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Differences: Hydrilla v. Egeria v. Elodea v. Naiads

• Hydrilla:
– Leaf  whorls in 4-6
– Leaf  margins serrate (“hook” under scope)
– Tuber as “foot” of  plant 
– Turion near growing tip in late fall
– White rhizomes (roots)

• Egeria:
– Leaf  whorls in 4-6
– Leaf  margins smooth (“saw” under scope)
– No tubers, turions or rhizomes

• Elodea:
– Leaf  whorls in 3 (usually)
– Smooth margin
– No tubers, turions or rhizomes

• Naiads:
– Leaves not in whorls (opposite or nearly so)
– No tubers, turions or rhizomes
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Checklist of  “I think it is hydrilla”

• Leaf  arrangement
– Look for whorled leaves (more than 2 leaves 

coming off  same point(s) on node of  stem

– If  leaves opposite, probably not hydrilla

• Number of  leaves in whorl
– Look for more than 3

– If  less than 4, probably not hydrilla

• Leaf  margin
– Look for serrated (toothed) edge that should be 

apparent with naked eye

– If  margin smooth (entire), may not be hydrilla

• Tubers and/or turions
– Tuber at end of  whitish roots (rhizomes)

– Turions near top of  plant (fall)

– If  neither found, may not be hydrilla
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Leaf  Arrangements
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Whorled
Look for whorled leaves (more than 2 

leaves coming off  same point(s) on node 

of  stem

If  leaves opposite, probably not hydrilla
Photo credit- NYSFOLA, Jon Reis Photography



Leaf  Arrangements
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Opposite, Subopposite
or “appearing” whorled

Look for whorled leaves (more than 2 leaves 

coming off  same point(s) on node of  stem

If  leaves opposite, probably not hydrilla

Photo credit- NYSFOLA, Jon Reis Photography



Number of  Leaves in Whorl
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More than 3 Leaves

Look for more than 3

If  less than 4, probably not hydrilla Photo credit- NYSFOLA, Jon Reis Photography



Number of  Leaves in Whorl
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Fewer than 4
Leaves

Look for more than 3

If  less than 4, probably not hydrilla
Photo credit- NYSFOLA, Jon Reis Photography



Leaf  Margins
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Serrated
Look for serrated (toothed) edge that 

should be apparent with naked eye

If  margin smooth (entire), may not be 

hydrilla

Photo credit- NYSFOLA, Jon Reis Photography



Leaf  Margins
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Smooth
Look for serrated (toothed) edge that 

should be apparent with naked eye

If  margin smooth (entire), may not be 

hydrilla

Photo credit- NYSFOLA, Jon Reis Photography



Tubers and/or Turions
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Tubers

Tuber at end of  whitish roots (rhizomes)

Turions near top of  plant (fall)

If  neither found, may not be hydrilla

Photo credit- NYSFOLA, Jon Reis Photography



How to Survey for Hydrilla

• Decide how you‟re going to look- pick a 
method that works for you

– Visually 

– Gathering plants washing up

– Tossing the Rake

– Diving / snorkeling

• Decide where you‟re going to look

– Easiest- outside your dock, along the 
shoreline, at the beach, boat launch, lake 
outlet or inlet

– More organized and more extensive- along 
transect lines, in grid points

• Many locations, gathering plants, detailed 
surveys preferred, but CHOOSE 
METHODS THAT WORK FOR YOU!

• Document your work!!!
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How to Survey for Hydrilla:

Shoreline Visual Survey
• Look where invaders are most likely to land:

– Boat launch

– Outlet

– Inlet

– Shallow water where other plants grow

• Collect a lookalike plant
– Gather washed up plants

– Use a long handled rake and slowly grab

– Use a long handled net to gather floating plants

– Wade into the water and gently remove as much of  
the plant as you can- leaves, flowers, etc.

• Identify whether plant in bed or single 
specimen

• Document the location of  the find
– If  GPS available, record coordinates

– If  no GPS, record closest shoreline address and 
distance to collection site

– Mark location in Google Maps

• Collect digital photograph (see below)
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How to Survey for Hydrilla:

Boat-over Survey
• Look in shallow water, generally 3-12 feet 

deep

• Look near boat launch, inlet, outlet

• If  available, look into water using view 
scope

• Collect a lookalike plant
– Use a long handled rake or net to gather plants

– Drop an anchor to gather deeper plants.

• Identify whether plant in bed or single 
specimen

• Document the location of  the find
– If  GPS available, record coordinates

– If  no GPS, identify distance and direction to 
shore and closest shoreline landmarks

– Estimate depth using depth finder or rake 
length

– Mark location in Google Maps

• Collect digital photograph (see below)
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How to Survey for Hydrilla-

Rake Toss Sampling 
• Build rake

– Wire together 2 garden rake heads

– Tether to 15m woven marked nylon line

– Piece of  water noodle on rope.

• Bring ID tools into boat
– Plastic tray to float plants

– Hand lens to assist plant ID

– Zip-lock baggies for collecting plants

– Labels and pen for unknown plants

– Digital camera for archiving samples

– GPS for marking or navigating to sample points

• Identify sampling points
– Ideally in 100 meter increments along shore at various 

depths

– Or sample “hot spots” and aquatic beds.  
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Rake Toss Sampling
• Go to sample point/Verify location with GPS

• Toss rake and let settle on bottom

• Retrieve rake s----l—o---w----l-----y

• Separate plants into piles of  distinct types and ID each 
pile if  possible (assume that any plants that look 
different are different)

• You will get a LOT of  plants- leave plenty of  time to 
weed through the pile, pulling out each plant stem

• Evaluate overall abundance of  each pile based on 
coverage on rake and/or % composition

• Collect, bag and label voucher specimen for any plant 
that you think is hydrilla

• Take digital photo of  any plant that looks like hydrilla

• Record data on data form or notebook
– Coordinates

– Depth

– Plant abundance 

• Go to next point and repeat
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Tips for Collecting Hydrilla

• Collect any flowers

• Try to collect whorls from 
top and bottom of  plant

• If  collecting by hand, try to 
gently remove entire root 
structure by grabbing deep 
into sediment to get under 
the tubers and rhizomes

• Gently rinse any mud or 
debris from plants
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Photographing Aquatic Plants

• Better if  photographed indoors (more 
controlled lighting/background)

• Use white or light background

• Closeups for important identifying 
characteristics (leaf  whorls, roots, 
stipules)

• Separate flowers, leaflets, tubers as 
needed onto a “clean” part of  the 
background

• Label plant, location, date on 
background

• Place in glass dish with clean water (tap 
water OK) if  plant collapses on white 
background

• Do not use a flash
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Data form
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Funding provided by:

New York State Environmental Protection Fund

New York's Online Invasive Species Database 
and Mapping System



Statewide Invasive Species Database:

• Aggregation center for all-taxa data 

• Communication network for Early Detection

• Online GIS-based platform

• Available for professionals and citizen scientists



OBSERVATION – location of a specific 
species(location, date)

ASSESSMENT – detailed information about 
a specific observation

TREATMENT – control effort details

SURVEY – search for presence or 
absence of a species



Observation Data Entry



Aquatic Survey Data Entry



iMapInvasives Training 

Special training for Hydrilla Hunt volunteers:

Online video for Observation and Survey

www.NYimapinvasives.org
(under the “Training” tab)

http://www.nyimapinvasives.org/


..and then what happens?

• Data forms and iMap entries are provided to NYSDEC 
Division of  Water

• NYSDEC will work with other NYS and US botanists to 
determine if  identified plants and hydrilla

• If  hydrilla is verified, NYSDEC will contact PRISMs and 
other local partners to identify whether further surveys and 
delineations are appropriate and determine whether a 
response team can be established
– Finding hydrilla before fall provides at least some chance to 

address an infestation this year

– Finding hydrilla early before the plant starts to degrade will reduce 
the risk for fragmentation

• Response team will be back in touch with you to report on 
next steps
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Your role in the Hydrilla Hunt

• Learn about hydrilla

• Help us find hydrilla as early as possible
– Look for and collect any suspicious plants

– Document through photos and plant collections

– Report your findings through iMapInvasives

– Please look for hydrilla over the next two weeks during „Hydrilla 
Hunt‟, but you can search any time the plant is actively growing 
between early summer and late fall

– Please let us know at any time if  you find it or if  you surveyed and 
didn‟t find it

• Work with NYS and your PRISM to eradicate the population 
found in your waterbody

• Educate others about hydrilla
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If  you think you found hydrilla….

– Collect a specimen- preferably with tubers, rhizomes, and intact 

whorls. SEND JUST ONE OR TWO- NOT A PILE!

– Place specimen in a labeled baggie with a moist paper towel (plant 

should be separate, not wrapped in towel)

– Document field information on field form: 

– Contact Scott Kishbaugh (sakishba@gw.dec.state.ny.us) to send 

digital photos and field form

– If  the plant appears to be hydrilla, he will ask you to send it in a 

manila envelope with field information to

• NYSDEC Division of  Water, 4th Floor

• 625 Broadway, Albany NY 12233-3502
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How to get more information

• www.nysfola.org

– Hydrilla Webinar- presentation; ID, sampling and iMap videos, data 

forms, etc.)

– Information about your lake

• www.nyis.info

– General  information about hydrilla in New York

– Your local PRISM

• stophydrilla.org

– Hydrilla management in New York state

• http://www.epa.gov/greatlakes/glri/invasives.html

– Invasive species monitoring and surveillance work in NYS and beyond
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Thank you for participating in this Hydrilla Webinar!

• Dean Long, LA Group and NYSFOLA

– dlong@thelagroup.com

• Scott Kishbaugh, NYSDEC DOW

– sakishba@gw.dec.state.ny.us

• Bob Johnson, Racine-Johnson Aquatic Ecologists

– bob.johnson.ponds@gmail.com

• Gregg Sargis, TNC Western NY

– gsargis@tnc.org

• Meg Wilkinson, Natural Heritage Program

– mewilkin@gw.dec.state.ny.us
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